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1.1- A series of  “portraits”  (circles) named after the person they are portraying.  
2.1- A public park, open and shared, whose topography is the body of a woman.  
3.1 - In all settings, all seats are assigned either Male or Female . 
4.1 - Anything being sold has to be marked by symbol for what gender it was most aggressively marketed to.  
5.1 - A global group, comprised of women or woman identifying, that support the development and growth of each other.  
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
1.2 - A mirrored hallway with sliding screen of clothed crotches at average eye level asking “How do I look?”  
2.2 -  A visible digital tally on women’s asses and breast everytime someone looks at those body parts.  
3.2 - Women dressed in black dresses and garter belts in a construction site building the next housing project, jail, or hospital.  
4.2 - A room of women “getting ready” applying makeup (foundation, eyeliner, mascara, lipstick) to their breasts. 
5.2 - Skeletons, stripped of all gender identifying features,  making a meal. 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
1.3 - A woman wearing only underwear looking through a microscope at her own DNA. 
2.3 - Collected women skin cells, used to create the perfect skin quality, then worn by women like a unitard. 
3.3 -  A dating app that lists your chromosomal specifications. 
4.3 - A beautiful woman in a bathing suit, and pharmaceutical jacket talking about her latest opioid trip.  
5.3 - A woman throwing one of her eggs (potentially Frozen) at any mansplainer. 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
1.4 - Lying in Savasana on top of an orb lit floor.   
2.4 - Light posts with various nipple variations that illuminate the sidewalks at night. Each nipple shape will cast a different light.   
3.4 - Woman getting birth control delivered to their cubicle.   
4.4 - All advertising placed on Times square billboards are decided by women, or woman identifying humans. 
5.4 -  
________________________________________________________________________________ 
1.5 - Coming of age comfortable with sexuality, and supported through gender identifying process.  
2.5 - Open to the public, lasik eye surgeries. 
3.5 - Would dismantling traditional work environments prevent sedentary behaviours? 
4.5 - Selling Isolated breast implants, in nice packaging. Get your implants, and find your own doctor you can trust! 
5.5 - A shared pacemaker, a shared heartbeat, among a group of people.  
________________________________________________________________________________ 
1.6 - A series of movements (usually done in private), performed tracing the outline of the mitochondria.   
2.6 - Blood donations on the subway.   
3.6 - 100+ performers coming in and out of a constantly moving circle in a room, completing an essential task and joining back in.  
4.6 - A woman will dance naked for you, she only takes payments in heart shaped objects.   
5.6 - Culturally investigated dance movements, performed for 24hrs, drinking water through a camelback like hose attached to the 
performer. 

 

Binaries 

Female vs. Human 

Scientific vs. emotional/intrinsic  

Soul vs. System  

Physical experience vs. Homeostasis  
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Bodily Autonomy vs. Self preservation   


